Participation Form
HR Award

HR AWARD

1. General info
Company name ................................................................................................................................................................

NL

First name ............................................................................... Last name ...................................................................

Mr.

FR

EN

Mrs.

E-mail ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. Wishes to enter the following project
Title ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Attachment ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Please return the completed form and additional documentation.
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In addition to the already familiar “Innovation Award”, “Green Award” and “Safety Award”, this year, the
organisers of MATEXPO are presenting a 4th award, the

“MATEXPO Employer of the Year award”

Through this award, Matexpo aims to reward projects that encourage the long-term upgrading of company staffing
policies, while strengthening the perceived image of their company as an attractive employer. The aim of this initiative
is to contribute to the positive promotion of the sector as an attractive employer and the various trades and professions
as interesting and challenging career choices.
We will be applying a very broad brush to the interpretation of the concept of long-term improvements to staffing and
HR policy. However, the efforts made and the programmes introduced must have had a clear impact on the workfloor
and in the way staff are managed. These programmes are proof that the company is conscious of its employees and
holds retention (i.e. retaining staff) in high regard. As a result of these initiatives, potential employees are given the feeling that: “It’s good to work for company X”, “Working for company X is interesting” and “It’s fun working for company X”.
A few examples:
• Working with a high school in the region to attract new technicians
• Organising “trial days” to get to know various jobs
• Appointing “buddies” to pass on knowledge and skills to new employees
• Organising consultation on the workfloor in which (new) working methods and materials are tested with the aim of
encouraging creativity and innovation

ENTER NOW!
Exhibitors wishing to be in the running for the title of “MATEXPO Employer of the Year” can submit their project until
25th June. A panel of judges will select 5 nominees who will be invited in August to submit and explain their project
to the judges.
1 winner and 2 runners-up will be announced at the MATEXPO opening ceremony on 7th September.

How do you enter?
Start by producing a brief description of your project. This can be in the form of a text document or a PowerPoint presentation. If you prefer, you can create a video message or some other fun medium. The choice is yours.
Then send in your message, along with your entry form, to arrive before 25th June, to jdeswert@educam.be. You will be
sent a message of confirmation to say that your entry has been safely received by Matexpo.
TIP: the structure below will help you to describe your project.
1.
2.
3.
4.

SITUATION: what is the situation? what’s it all about?
TARGET: what are you aiming to achieve?
ACTIONS: what actions have you undertaken?
RESULTS: what was the result? what have you achieved?

For more details and/or information, please contact Yannis De Swert: jdeswert@educam.be or +32 473/62.65.54
Good luck!
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